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In this presentation, I am going to talk 
about:

Language
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I am going to ask you to think about the 
following questions:
•What if the ways that we think and talk about 
language are wrong? 
•What if our views about good and bad English 
actually reflect our perspectives on the racial and 
ethnic characteristics of the speakers? 
•What if drilling new learners of English on 
vocabulary and grammatical structures does not 
help them use the language in order to learn? 
•What if  teaching for social justice depends on our 
getting language right?
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I will focus on students bureaucratically 
categorized as English language learners

I examine the challenges of what I call “getting language 
right” in a highly politicized context in which: 

1. anti-immigrant sentiments are widely expressed, 
2. the achievement gap between mainstream students 

and ELL-categorized students is of growing concern, 
3. there are many theoretical debates about second 

language acquisition and development. 
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I will say a bit about
The ways that we see and 
hear language in the field of 
education.
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I will also talk about
◦ Common 

conceptions of 
language & 
bilingualism

◦ Knee-jerk 
perspectives on 
“English language 
learners”
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And finally, I will talk briefly about:
Teaching for social justice
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It is my hope that my talk will raise issues that 
you will continue to discuss during this 
conference 
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So, let me begin by inviting you to think for a 
bit about the teaching and learning of 
languages



I have recently suggested (Valdés, 2017, 2018, Valdés & Parra, 

2018) that the “teaching” of “languages”

involves the process of language 
curricularization.



When language is curricularized,
It is treated, not as a species-unique 
communicative system acquired naturally in the 
process of primary socialization,
but as a curricular subject or skill the elements of 
which can be
◦ordered and sequenced,
◦practiced and studied,
◦ learned and tested in artificial contexts within which 
learners of the target language outnumber proficient 
speakers (Wong-Fillmore, 1991,1992) 



The process of curricularizing langage

Involves a series of interacting mechanisms
and elements all of which function as a part
of a complex system that can be thought of 
as a set of concentric circles.



Curricularizing Language: 
Interacting Mechanisms



Theoretical & 
Ideological Mechanisms

Core Program Elements

• Conceptualizations of Language
• Ideologies of Language, Race, Class

& Identity
• Theories of Additional -Language

Acquisition
• Theories of Bilingualism



Theoretical & 
Ideological Mechanisms

Core Program Elements

• National/State/Community Contexts
• Educational Policies
• Program Administration and Control
• Parental Preferences and Student 

Expectations
• Sources of Funding and Support



• Goals and Outcomes
• Instructional

Approaches/Pedagogies
• Instructional Materials
• Learner Categorizations
• Assessments



Teaching Language Draws from the
Entire System



Theoretical & 
Ideological Mechanisms

Core Program Elements

• Conceptualizations of Language
• Ideologies of Language, Race, Class

& Identity
• Theories of Additional -Language

Acquisition
• Theories of Bilingualism



Conceptualizations of Language 
matter a great deal (Seedhouse, Walsh & Jenks, 2010)

“Teaching” language requires) that we agree on: 
◦What it is that has to be learned/taught given that 
definition of language.

◦What it is that needs to be taught given different 
learner characteristics and goals.

◦What we know (and don’t know) about how those 
aspects of language are learned.

◦What we know about how teachable these aspects of 
language are in a classroom context?
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So what is language, anyway?
a) Structure and form?
b) A semiotic system?
c) A social practice?
d) A set of rules?
e) All of the above?
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You should know that current scholarship 
focusing on language and society and on 
language development/acquisition

Is engaged in: 
Discussions about: the notion of language itself as it 
is understood in nationalist ideologies of belonging.
The rejection of monolithic and formalist 
conceptualizations of language.
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For example, is language:
a set of building blocks (pronunciation, vocabulary, 
grammar, and meaning) acquired one block at a time in 
language classes?
ways of speaking and writing that can be classified as 
correct or incorrect, standard or non-standard, native 
and non-native?
a communicative repertoire (Rhymes, 2011) acquired in 
actual use which includes a number of styles and 
registers of one or more language(s) (e.g., colloquial, 
presentational. intimate, casual, and more literate-like 
varieties of language)?
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These conceptualizations:
Are clearly different
Give rise to dramatically different assumptions 
about both “teaching” and “learning: languages. 
Have contributed to existing debates in the field of 
second language acquisition (SLA) because 
researchers may not be aware that they are starting 
with vastly different conceptualizations of 
language.
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Ideologies of language matter as well
These are: unexamined ideas and 
beliefs that shape people’s 
thinking about language and about 
those who use language. 

-often multiple and conflicting-

include “notions of what is ‘true,’ 
‘morally good,’ or ‘aesthetically 
pleasing’ about language, 
including who speaks and does not 
speak “correctly.”
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In their very recent work, young scholars are 
pointing out that we both see and hear 
language
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Because they are engaged in the study of the 
intersections of language, race, and social 
class (Flores and Rosa, 2019), they point out that:

1. The bilingualism of the children of elites (e.g., 
Princess Charlotte) is seen differently than that 
of minoritized students from racialized 
backgrounds.

2. Low-income bilingual students from racialized 
backgrounds are framed as “English learners” 
(ELs) who pose a challenge for public schools.
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In the popular mind:
Bilinguals are : 
two educated monolingual native 
speakers in one person
persons who:
◦ have perfect control of two language 

systems
◦ can pass undetected among 

monolinguals of each of their 
languages

◦ can translate easily between their two 
languages

◦ can carry out the same functions 
identically in each of their languages
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In educational discourse, the terms we use reflect 
a number of these same perspectives. 

Real bilinguals
True bilinguals
Balanced bilinguals
Unbalanced bilinguals
Flawed bilinguals
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Over more than four decades, however, the 
scholarship on bilingualism has established 
that:

Bilinguals are specific speaker-hearers (Grosjean, 1985, 1989). 

Bilinguals are not two monolinguals in one. 
Bilinguals use their multiple linguistic repertories in a 
variety of ways in order to meet their communicative 
needs. 

Bilinguals do not normally have the same levels of 
proficiency in all language modalities (speaking, 
listening, reading and writing) in each of their 
languages,

Bilinguals should be compared only to other bilinguals 
and not to monolinguals in any one of their languages.
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May (2014) has referred to these 
changes in perspective as:

the “multilingual turn” in applied linguistics 

a natural consequence of the increasingly globalized world 
in which the acquisition of many languages is taking place

a rejection of the tendency to view individuals acquiring a 
second language as failed native speakers
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New discourses on bilingualism 
include notions such as:

Multicompetence
Translanguaging
Codemeshing
Metrolingualism
Transidiomatic practices
Plurilingualism
Superdiversity
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Curricularizing language also requires the 
categorization of learners
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• Goals and Outcomes
• Instructional

Approaches/Pedagogies
• Instructional Materials
• Learner Categorizations
• Assessments



Categories are unfortunately always 
problematic.

English language learners 
(ELLs) 

AAVE speakers

Non-standard English 
speakers

Heritage language learners

Long-term-English-learners

The social construction of language-
learner categories, while they may 
appear to be neutral and common 
sense descriptions of student 
characteristics (McDermott ,1996), deeply 
affect the academic lives of 
students who are sorted and 
categorized in ways that seriously 
impact their lives (Kibler and Valdés, 2016).



The populations that we seek 
to describe with a single term 
are multidimensional and 
complex



An example

ELLs are students who are bureaucratically
categorized as ELLs.

They are not a homogeneous group.



You may notice 
that when we 
use the term 
English language 
learners

Our thoughts 
almost immediately 

go to beginners

Students who are 
newly arrived 

Students who are 
entering 

kindergarten and 
first grade



But many ELL-categorized students are 
English language users who:

Talk to each 
other in 
English

01
Text in English

02
Use subtle 
humor, 
sarcasm,irony

03



They are at 
different stages 
of English 
language 
development

Their English may be 
imperfect.

Their primary language may 
transfer in unexpected ways.

But they are USERS of 
English



So what about the actual process of 
“teaching” language?



Just for today:
In order to make clear why language is not 
an ordinary school subject that can be 
curricularized easily or successfully,

I want you to conceptualize language as a 
type of complex skilled performance.



This complex skilled performance is perhaps 
similar to playing a musical instrument



Or developing superior abilities in 
playing a particular sport



Both of these activities may be initiated 
in school settings and involve instruction 
However, “instruction” is very different from 
that implemented in the teaching of 
traditional academic disciplines.

Mathematics Social Studies English Language 
Arts



For example: teaching students to play a 
musical instrument
Involves teaching students 
skills and sub-skills such as:
◦where to place the lip plate 
of a flute, 

◦how to hold and balance 
an instrument, 

◦how to breathe and tongue 
to produce clear notes. 

Learners practice as needed 
in order to engage in 
performance. 



Rehearsal & Performance

Typically performance involves the playing of a musical 
piece which is then rehearsed repeatedly until the age-
appropriate quality is reached.

With very rare exceptions, for example participation in a jazz 
ensemble in which improvisation in response to the 
improvisations of other is usual, the playing of a musical 
instrument is not interactive.



Teaching language might seem similar
Students can also be taught specifics such as vocabulary, 
sentence frames, dialogues and be asked to rehearse them 
with others in their class. 
But unlike the playing of rehearsed musical piece in 
performance, language is primarily interactive. 
Rehearsing the specifics and producing a memorized 
dialogue with a partner will not prepare students for the 
unpredictability of interactivity with actual speakers of the 
“target” language.



Perhaps developing language skills is much 
more similar to developing expertise in 
playing a team sport-



If you analyze a 
Warriors basket 
ball game

You can see the complexity of 
the game

You can see the basic skills 
underlying play:
• Dribbling
• Passing
• Shooting
• Rebounding



Basketball plays are complicated



But if you are a 
coach of young 
and new 
players:

You can’t be 
discouraged by 
the complexity.

Two things are 
essential:



You need 
to develop 
your 
players’ 
skills



And you need to give them the 
opportunity to play the game



Playing the 
game is 
essential to the 
development of 
lasting 
expertise.

Dibbling by yourself will only get you 
so far in basketball.

Similarly, using memorized 
expressions will only get you so far in 
classroom discussions.

Young players and young learners 
need BOTH fundamentals AND the 
opportunity to PLAY THE GAME.



WHAT DOES IT 
MEAN TO 
“PLAY THE 
GAME” IN 
CONTENT 

CLASSROOMS?
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Suppose we agreed with the following 
statements:
Language is a social practice.
Language is acquired in use.
Language development is not linear and different 
learners develop differently over time.
Extensive guided access to affordances (i.e., to 
opportunities to use language) can contribute 
significantly to the development of language 
resources in an additional language (Van Lier, 
(2002, 2004, 2006, 2008).
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We would set up our classrooms to 
provide affordances (multiple 
opportunities) for students to hear and 
use language.
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“Playing the game” in order to develop 
English requires :
that learners have the opportunity 
to interact with expert players, that is, with 
ordinary, fluent, capable speakers of the 
language who can: 
◦model the behavior, 
◦challenge the current limitations of their 
performance, 

◦and move them forward.
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Dibbling in 
the gym 
won’t help

Spending time in the gym 
dribbling basket balls with 
other learners or playing 
exclusively with other 
unskilled team members will 
not result in marked 
improvement. 
The same is true for 
practicing dialogues and 
interacting exclusively with 
other learners of English.



In ordinary classrooms, 
Students can engage in learning together and solving 
problems in a shared domain. 
Learning takes place in active participation and 
observation. 
Most importantly, because learning is to a great 
degree social, it builds on the knowledge of others 
(Lave & Wegner, 1991; Wegner, 1998, 2009).



Language surrounds students
Both teachers’ and students’ language use in content 
classrooms provide important models of language as they 
are engaged in:
Whole-classroom participation (one-to-many)
Small group participation (one-to- small group)
Interaction with individual peers (one-to-one)



In content classrooms, affordances are 
present that can help students: 

1. Increase their understanding of both oral and 
written language.

2. Increase their capacity to participate in one-to-
one, one-to-small group  and one-to-many 
language interaction

3. Develop their capacity to produce ordinary 
spontaneous language and specialized planned 
language



In 
face-to-face 
(one-to-one) 
interaction

Talk builds on the talk of 
others
Speakers have access to 
indications of agreement 
and disagreement
Others can easily interrupt 
and ask for clarification
Talk can be elliptical and 
telegraphic



One-to-many talk and 
text (writing intended 
for others) are different.



One-to-many talk and text
Requires planning and preparation in order to 
anticipate the informational needs of the listeners.
Involves taking into account listeners who cannot 
interrupt and readers who are not present. 
Requires a careful sequencing of the information to 
be presented so that confusion is minimized. 



For ELL-categorized students:

Getting language right matters a great deal.

It is essential that their teachers understand 
how language works and what language 
does.



A commitment to teaching for 
social justice in the US today

Requires and demands that we prepare students 
bureaucratically categorized as English learners to 
develop their full intellectual potential.
For students in the US, this will require the ability to 
use English in order to learn.
This will, in turn, require our continued and sustained 
questioning of the entire process of curricularizing
language, that is, of what we do when we claim to be 
“teaching” language in schools.



To conclude:
In the case of activities that involve complex skilled 
performance, the only legitimate measure of success is 
the performance itself. 
If students of trumpet cannot play in the band;
if our junior varsity baseball players whom we have 
coached cannot pitch and hit and run and catch, we 
have failed them in fundamental ways. 
It does not matter that they may have scored high on 
measures of body position at bat. 
We have to be certain that we have created the 
conditions that have developed students’ ability to 
actually play the game. 



Thank You

gvaldes@stanford.edu
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